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“Describe in the most matter of fact language what you plan to do, why it's a good
idea, and what progress you've made so far.”
— Paul Graham (VC and founder of Y Combinator)

A Single Page of Monumental Importance
The one-pager is the single most important pitch document you’ll create because it’s
often the first step to funding. It’s the door you invite investors to open and walk
through to meet you. It’s the beginning of a relationship with you and your company.
Yet, many entrepreneurs blow it. They miss the one-pager’s importance, thinking it’s
“just another form to fill out.” Worse, they assume that if they just answer the questions
in the form, investors will be satisfied.

What is a one-pager?
A “one-pager” is a pre-formatted page generated when you fill out an online form.
Terminology varies—it’s sometimes called a “profile” or “company summary.” Length
varies—the printed output ranges from a half page to two pages.
It’s a short summary, similar to an executive summary, but different in an important
way. In an executive summary, you control the content, length and formatting. But
one-pagers force you to squeeze your summary into pre-determined sub-headings
with strict limits on the number of words, or even characters.
One-pagers are printed, collated, and handed out at venture fairs and investor forums
(like an angel breakfast, or the Angel Venture Fair here in Philadelphia). They’re what
judges see first when selecting companies for business plan competitions, incubators,
accelerators, grants and prizes. When originating from an online investor platform like
Gust or Angel List, it becomes your home page on those platforms as well.
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A one-pager looks something like this:

Decisions are made
You won’t get funded solely from your one-pager. It’s merely the first lap in a long
race. But if you show up with a bad one-pager, you’ll never get out of the starting
blocks.
A good one-pager works in three ways:
1)	
  Screening.	
  	
  
When you apply to a venture fair, an incubator, or a business plan competition,
your one-pager is the first thing the gatekeepers see. They’re under pressure
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and working fast to screen out a big bulk of the applications in the first pass.
The quality of one-pagers is a big factor in who makes the first cut.
2)	
  Reference.	
  	
  
An investor meets a dozen different companies at a venture fair. She takes
home the Book of one-pagers (or sifts through the online version) and scans
them to try to remember who was who and decide who gets the first phone
call.
3)	
  Online	
  landing	
  page.	
  	
  
One-pagers on sites like Gust and AngelList persist as a sort of landing page
for investors searching those sites. A good one-pager scales: it continues to
represent you and may attract new investors, advisors, and even employees
long after the occasion you wrote it for in the first place.
In all these situations, the one-pager is a stand-in for your company and represents
you without you there to explain or romance the facts as you would in a live pitch, and
decisions are made.

Why a one-pager Guide?
As a frequent judge for venture fairs and business plan competitions, I’ve seen what a
big difference a good one-pager can make. Judges get a good feeling from
companies who are able to offer a clear, concise description of their business. Those
with strong advantages go straight to the “yes” pile. Those not quite so strong get the
benefit of the doubt (the “maybe” pile).
But companies with bad one-pagers get skewed the other way. If after a few minutes
of difficult reading, judges still can’t get a good picture of what the company does,
they get annoyed and give up and the application goes into the “no” pile.
The tragedy is that some good companies, deserving of funding, get lumped in with
the losers solely on the basis of their one-pager. I know because sometimes, on a
hunch or to fill a quota, we judges go back to the “no” pile to see if we missed
anything. We study back-up materials and call for more information. Invariably, we
find some good companies. But how many deserving companies weren’t so lucky?
Bottom line is that too many entrepreneurs with great companies hurt their chances of
getting funded because they didn’t know how to make the one-pager work for them.
That’s why I’m writing this guide. Keep reading and you’ll learn:
•

three ways the one-pager is important to your funding strategy

•

mistakes to avoid

•

tips for making the one-pager work for you
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Strategies for Acing the One-pager
TL:DR: Know your story and write it down before filling out a form. Bend the form
headings to your story. Include only the most important topics—and leave out the
rest. Readability rules!
Your first goal is to make friends with the reader. Do this by creating a one-pager that
is well written and easy to scan.
The second goal is to make a clear picture of your company jump off the page.

First, find your core story.
Your core story is a short, high-level narrative of what drives the success of your
company and what makes you stand out. It’s captures the reasons why you’re
confident that your efforts will pay off.
Core story is related to how you describe your “play.” Fill in the blank: “We are a _____
play.” (e.g. marketing play, execution play, technology play)
It takes work to find your true core story. Start the quest by examining the questions
“Why you?” “Why now?” “What are you doing that’s hard to do?” “Why are you so
sure you’ll be successful.”
Know your core story before writing any pitch, but especially before creating a onepager because if you don’t, the form will shape the story for you (and you’ll sound like
everybody else).

Second, write out a summary.
Expand your core story into a two or three page summary—an executive summary draft,
actually. This will be the raw material for the one-pager.
Format the draft with your own headings and sequence it to highlight cause-andeffect reasons you’re different and good. Write in a direct, conversational (nontechnical) tone. Incorporate the phrases and examples you default to when talking to
friends about why you’re so excited.

Don’t try to please the form.
A common mistake when filling out one-pagers is thinking that if you don’t obey the
headings and categories, investors won’t like you. The truth is, investors don’t care
how closely you follow the headings. They do care to see, as quickly as possible, a
rough picture of your business. When I’m looking at a one-pager, I ignore the
headings completely and just read the content.
The people who write the headings are representing the checklist of questions a
typical investor has in mind when evaluating a start-up. But, in order to accommodate
a wide range of companies, they choose headings that apply to a normalized ideal of
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a start-up. It’s an averaging process. That’s why it’s ok to adapt the form to your
message in the areas where your company deviates from the mean.

Adapt the form to your message.
When filling out the one-pager, focus on conveying your story to the reader, not on
pleasing the form.
Compare the headings in the form with the headings and ideas in your executive
summary. Yes, comply with the form headings where they serve your message. But
don’t be afraid to bend or usurp the ones that don’t. Use the space as needed to
make your points. Don’t conceal your real strengths “because there’s no room.”
For example, if you’re a drug discovery company you might bend the “Marketing”
field to describe your clinical trial milestones (maybe add your own sub-heading:
“Regulatory approvals”) and the “Business Model” field to describe your
reimbursements strategy.
Another example: you have a breakthrough lighting technology invented by your
genius CTO who already holds five patents protecting your IP. Usurp the “Competitors”
field to tout the track record of the CTO and the strength of the patents. Maybe use
the “Marketing” field to cite the pilot programs you’re planning with partners General
Electric and Philips. (If so, be sure you address competition and marketing in the
backup materials.)

Leave stuff out.
No matter what they tell you, the one-pager is not a summary of your business. It’s an
introduction to your business, a teaser, like a movie trailer for the latest movie. Your
objective is make a good impression and excite the reader to want to know more—to
buy a ticket and see the movie, so to speak.
Keep this in mind and get comfortable with the idea that some things need to be left
out, a sacrifice to clarity.
You might need to leave out some things that the form calls for. Don’t be nervous.
This is why you start the writing process with your core story—so you know which ideas
to bring to the front and which that can profitably be left out.
Yet, the one thing you never leave out is a clear statement of what you do.
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Content Advice
TL:DR: Being clear and concise is more important than being thorough. Say what
you do within the first few sentences. Reality-check your numbers. Provide full backup materials.
Put 80% effort into the first 20%
The top of the form is what investors read first. Gust calls it “One-line Pitch.” Others
call it “Business Description.” AngelList asks for a short “High-concept Pitch.”
Whatever the form says, zero in on the first few sentences the reader will see and
make them perfect.
The opening is critical because it …
•

explains, in the simplest terms, what you do.

•

inspires curiosity and propels the reader to keep reading.

•

serves as a handle to help readers remember which company you are

What You Do.
The first few sentences—if not the first words—should make clear, simply and directly,
what you do.
Are you an enterprise cyber-security company? a drug discovery company? platform
for new fashion designers? online gaming aggregator? building a data network for
micro-biome research? developing collaboration software for autism care providers?
adapting the latest data-imaging technology to mammograms?
A common mistake is to burden the what-you-do statement with follow-on ideas that
belong in the next sentence, or the next paragraph, or the backup materials. You think
you’re being efficient by compressing multiple benefits into one sentence. Your
reader, going too fast to untangle the pile-on of words and phrases, skips ahead
looking for a sentence he can understand.

Bad example: M-Pot is a mobile technology company providing retailers with the
ability to build direct relationships with consumers through mobile apps while also
offering a private-label prepaid wireless product solution, generating an average of
30% more profit, for national brand prepaid wireless programs. [eyes glaze over—what
the hell do they do?]
Medium example: Autism Village is a web and mobile collaboration platform for
parents, caregivers, schools, and the community to support the on-going care of
autistic kids—a $6 billion service market growing at 8% per year in the US.
Good example: Autism Village is an online platform designed to help parents cope
with the day-to-day challenges of raising an autistic child.
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If the reader gets half-way through the one-pager and still wonders, “what do they
do?”, you lose! They give up because you can’t make even that simple fact clear.

Credibility.
Who are you and why are you the team to do this? What endorsements, partners, bigname customers, grants, university associations, etc. do you have serve as shorthand
for “these guys are for real.” If you got it, flaunt it. Drop names (in bold font). Brag. If
you have big-name customers, name names early and often.

Traction.
What evidence do you have that customers will buy? How far are you in proving
product/market fit? The more impressive your traction, the sooner you describe it—
especially if you’re generating substantial revenue. If you’re a web company, give web
metrics that dramatize a rapid scale-up curve.
Related to traction is the question “What stage company?” Investors get pissed off if
you keep them guessing. Are you idea stage? prototype stage? pre-revenue? first
customers? solid, growing revenue? cash-flow positive? profitable? If you’re prerevenue, make clear how soon you’ll hit major product/market milestones.

Customers.
A common mistake is to assume that if you describe the product, it’ll be obvious who
the customers are. Help us picture the customer.
Examples: “…for manufacturing companies mandated to reduce carbon emission.”
“…for people who research products online while they shop in brick and mortar
stores.” “… for radiologists outside the major research centers.”
Better yet, help us picture the customer using your product.

Don’t omit financials.
Comply with whatever financials the form asks for. If you leave blanks, investors will
assume you think money is a low priority, or you don’t have a plan to monetize, or you
haven’t done your homework.

Reality-check investment terms.
One of the fastest ways to get rejected is to have a super-high valuation, ask for much
more money than is appropriate for your stage, or show financial projections that are
obviously unattainable (or too low). Investors are aware that a lot of guess work goes
in to the numbers for early-stage companies and they’ll tolerate some fuzziness—but
only within a reasonable range.
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Get help to be sure your guesses are within the bounds of investor expectations. Ask
your advisors to reality-check your projections and valuation, and to help you map out
a realistic funding strategy.

Avoid these clues you’re clueless.
Never say “conservative numbers” or “we have no competition.” Don’t say “we’re the
next Google,” or “FaceBook will want to buy us” (even if you think it). Avoid worn-out
buzzwords like “disruptive” “first-mover advantage” “go viral” “unicorn” or clearly
unsupportable superlatives like “We will revolutionize the energy industry” (even if
you think it).

Never ask for an NDA as a condition for releasing your one-pager or any first meetings.
No investor will sign it; you’ll be skipped over. If you have marketable trade secrets,
simply don’t reveal them in any first encounter. Talk around them. Negotiate terms for
non-disclosure later, after you have a relationship with the investor.
When talking about market potential, never apply a percentage to a total market size:
“If we capture only 1 % of the hotel services market, we’ll be a unicorn in two years.”
When investors see this, they groan.

Be tactical about advisors and partners.
These one-pager forms typically ask for the names of legal counsel, accountants, and
other professionals on your team. Don’t skimp on this part. If readers recognize any of
the firms, it acts as an endorsement. If they see people they know well, they might
contact them and ask for insights—a win for you!
If you aren’t yet committed to a law firm (for example), consider inserting something to
the effect: “still seeking.” Besides being the truth, it invites service-provider judges to
champion you on the chance they could woo you to be their client (service providers
often act as judges and screeners for venture events and competitions).

Complete the back-up materials.
Last but not least: Your one-pager isn’t complete until you’ve uploaded at least some
backup materials to flesh out the profile. If investors like what they see on the onepager—even after a quick skim—they’ll click through to get the full story.
Load up whatever you have that’s well-written and high quality—executive summary,
pitch deck, video, resumes, website, links to reviews and articles, etc. If the form or the
application doesn’t ask for these materials, insert URL’s into the form itself.
If readers look but don’t find any back-up materials, they take that as a sign you don’t
care enough to be complete, or that your company has no substance.
Good back-up materials will save you if you’re one-pager is weak or leaves out
important ideas. If you’re one-pager is clear and strong, quality back-up materials
reinforce the impression that you’re a player and warrant extra attention.
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Advice on Style and Language
TL;DR: How you say it is just as important as what you say. Take the time to
write well. Use short sentences and paragraphs. Avoid technical terms and puffy or
academic language.
Make it readable! Again, when investors and judges scan your one-pager, the first sort
hinges as much on readability as on business merit. If it’s too hard to read, they bail
and go to the next company in the pile.
The first step to readability is to limit the number of ideas so you have the space to
write convincingly on the topics you do feature. (see “Leave stuff out,” above)
The second step is, simply, good writing. Below are a few alerts to get you started. But
the real message here is: do whatever it takes to make the writing snappy, concise,
and clear. Devote the time and effort to do it yourself, or get help.

Use first person.
First person —“I” and “we”— lends a more personal tone to your one-pager. The
alternative is to make Company the subject of sentences and back-slide into the
oblique, passive tone typical of corporate and technical reports.

Avoid future tense.
Write in the present tense. It streamlines the language (fewer auxiliary verbs) and
lends a more confident tone.
Not: “We will be marketing to first-time mothers,” but: “We market to first time
mothers.”
But, you say, we’re early and aren’t marketing to anybody yet.
Present tense works because you’re talking about your plan, which is in the present.
“We plan to grow member involvement by making ver. 1.0 free, then convert 20% to
paying customers with the launch of ver. 2.0.”
That said, there are times when future tense is necessary to avoid ambiguity about
your current state.

Be short.
Short words: Where possible substitute common, anglo-saxon words for technical or
latin-based words. Not “supplementary,” but “extra.” Not “superlative,” but “good.”
Short sentences are the key to readability. In your first draft, hunt down any sentences
that seem to go on forever or have difficult or incorrect syntax or wordy, redundant
phraseology and find ways to parse them into two or three much simpler, less
complex sentences that are not only easier to skim but also easier to follow the
progression of ideas.
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(Rewrite example): Hunt down any sentences in your first draft that are too long and
parse them into two or three shorter sentences. Then when readers skim, they’ll follow
your ideas without effort.
Pro tip: Mix some longer sentences in with the short ones. Vary the rhythm.
Short paragraphs are best. One-pagers encourage and sometimes force big blocks of
text. But look for opportunities to break up the paragraphs and readers will thank you.
You might have to sacrifice some word count. That’s ok. The payoff is that the short
paragraphs will be read. (In executive summaries, where you control the formatting
you have no excuse: avoid blocky, wall-of-text paragraphs.)

Beware strings of modifiers.
Undisciplined writers (academic, technical, corporate) have the habit of piling on
modifiers, thinking it makes the writing more efficient.
“… functional medicinal response chemistry that insures novel high-quality
small molecule drug candidates.”
When you find such monstrosities in your draft, first delete all the modifiers that aren’t
necessary to the main idea of the phrase. Is the shorter phrase solid, easy to grasp
without a second thought? If not, you still have too many ideas bunched up. Break
them into separate phrases or sentences.

Be concrete.
Prefer specifics over generalities. Not “care for schizophrenia is labor-intensive” but “it
takes five full-time caregivers to care for a single patient with severe schizophrenia”.
Cite statistics and facts. But don’t overdo it. Select the most potent facts to show scale
(“3.5 million Americans have some degree of autism”) or make a point come alive
(“19% of Americans report accidentally dropping their smartphones in the toilet”).
The opposite of concrete is abstract. A one-pager isn’t the place for background
theory or analysis.
Guard against garden-variety vagueness too. Watch especially for terms you use every
day—you know what they mean but your poor audience, lacking your context, get
nothing from them. Examples:
“connects to relevant consumer activities in real time at critical decision
moments.”
“operational performance assessment.”
“… product/offer insertions during recipe modifications and shopping list
management activities.” [I think this one means, “we help cooks modify recipes
and source the best ingredients.”]
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Minimize buzz words and jargon.
Remember, you’re writing for a general audience, not your technical peers. Replace
technical terms with plain-English synonyms. Or delete—do you really need to
reference that technical concept in a summary?
Ask a non-technical friend to check your draft for jargon, because terms that look
perfectly normal to you baffle most everybody else.

Use sub-heads and bullets.
Depending on how much space you have and the editing constraints of the form, look
for opportunities to use sub-heads, short lists, and bold or underline key terms and
proper names. They all add to readability and bring attention to important points
(people read bullets and sub-heads first).

Process Advice
TL;DR: Don’t leave blanks. Edit again to make it shorter. Proofread again to catch
errors. Be tactical with your contact info.
Complete every field.
Don’t leave any fields blank. Readers will think you forgot, or didn’t bother. At least
put in “N/A” or “Provided upon request” or “See executive summary” or insert a note
saying why it doesn’t apply.

Make it easy to contact you.
Imagine this: a judge or investor, going through a pile of one-pager applications at
home, is intrigued by your application but has questions and wants to talk to you.
How easy is it to reach you for a quick chat?
Put some thought into your contact info. Make it clear what person and what number
to call first—even in the evening. Will the email address you supply guarantee a fast
reply?
Be sure to include your city and state too. Even if you’re local and it seems obvious.

Edit and Prune.
Look at what you hope is your final draft. Look for long phrases and long sentences
that need to be broken up. Examine every sentence, every phrase, every word, and
ask, “do I need this?” and “is there a more direct, shorter way to say this?”
[first draft]: Every extraneous word that you decide to take out results in writing that is
much more effective.
[rewrite]: Every word you delete makes the writing stronger.
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[even better]:

Omit needless words
Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no
unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for
the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines
and a machine no unnecessary parts. This requires not that the
writer make all his sentences short, or that he avoid all detail
and treat his subjects only in outline, but that every word tell.
The Elements of Style by Strunk & White

Assign an editor.
Pro tip: Even if creating the one-pager is a team effort, assign your best writer to take
charge of the final word-smithing and editing. Then your one-pager will sing with the
voice of a single person, rather than sound like a committee wrote it. And don’t
second guess your editor and start putting stuff back in.

Proofread.
Look at the new final draft (after pruning) and hunt for errors, typos, bad grammar,
misspellings. When investors see errors, they think less of the entrepreneur who wrote
the piece (a frequent investor complaint).
Get somebody uninvolved with the writing to do the proofreading. After you make
even a few little changes, proofread again.
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Steve Bowman
Steve Bowman, “The Pitch Doctor,” is President of BizClarity. He formed BizClarity in
1999 to write executive summaries and business plans, but then began specializing
exclusively in just coaching and teaching investor presentations. He’s given workshops
and coached clients on both American coasts and in Europe.
Steve graduated Harvard College in 1972, followed by graduate study in finance,
marketing, and commercial real estate at the University of North Carolina.
For ten years he specialized in commercial real estate deal structuring and fund
raising, and consulted for Prudential Real Estate to commercial brokerages across the
country. He formed an NASD Broker-Dealer in 1984 to syndicate real estate
investments.
Steve taught presentation skills and business communication for five years at The
Wharton School. He’s also taught business plan communication and presentation at
Temple University, Drexel University, and Penn Law School. He’s worked closely with
all the major venture fairs in the Philadelphia area since 2002 to teach and coach
presentations and help screen companies.
Steve lives in Media, Pa, near Philadelphia, in a 250-year-old farmhouse. He’s a
perennial gardener and a composer/performer of avant-garde electronic music.
For information about Steve’s coaching services, or to arrange a workshop, go to
BizClarity.com, or contact Steve at steve@BizClarity.com
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